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In a significant step towards fostering advancements in the fields of Artificial Intelligence

(AI) and Machine Learning (ML), a three-day national seminar and workshop (15-11-23 to

17-11-23) was conducted at Bharata Mata College, Thrikkakara, Ernakulam.

The event was organized by the Computer Science Department in collaboration with the

Kerala State Council for Science, Technology, and Environment(KSCSTE) aims to provide a

platform for researchers, academicians, and industry professionals to exchange ideas, discuss

recent developments, and explore the potential applications of AI and ML.

The occasion commenced with a prayer, setting an enlightened tone for the innovative

occasion. Dr. John T Abraham, the dynamic head of the Computer Science department, Bharata

Mata College warmly welcomed the gathering. He noted that, with the college's recent

attainment of autonomy status, the seminar served as its inaugural event.

The event was inaugurated by Mr.Pramod G V, KAS. In his opening remarks, he

highlighted that Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are becoming essential factors

influencing the development of the modern era. Emphasizing the significance of technological

vision, he highlighted the value of progress while keeping in mind that it is our duty to develop

model citizens. The inaugural ceremony witnessed the esteemed presence of key dignitaries,

including Dr. Johnson K M, Principal of Bharata Mata College, two Vice Principals Dr. Lissy

Kachappilly, Ms. Bini Rani Jose and Dr.John T Abraham, Head of Computer Science

department.

At the end of the inaugural ceremony, Mr. Harikrishnan P, serving as the Program

Coordinator, delivered a gracious and sincere vote of thanks, expressing gratitude on behalf of
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the organizing team and acknowledging the collective effort that contributed to successfully

organizing the event.

Empowering Inspiration: Motivational Speech by the Deputy Collector

The Deputy Collector delivered a motivational speech, focusing on key topics such as

time management, goal setting, overcoming challenges on the path towards a goal, and the role

of confidence in achieving success.

He initiated the speech by highlighting the significance of time management in our daily

lives. He encouraged the participant, pointing out that successful time management is the

foundation of success.

Mr.Pramod G V then transitioned into the importance of goal setting. He explained how

to set clear and achievable goals which provide direction and purpose in life. Attendees were

encouraged to define both short-term and long-term goals, aligning their aspirations with a

structured plan for accomplishments to prioritize tasks and allocate time wisely.

He shared personal experiences and motivational stories, illustrating that challenges are

not roadblocks but rather opportunities for growth. Attendees were motivated to approach

challenges as opportunities paving the way for success.

His speech also focused on the role of confidence in achieving one's goals. Practical tips

on boosting self-confidence were shared, empowering the audience to believe in their abilities

and face challenges.

He also addressed the issue of substance abuse. The reasons behind drug use and its

impact on individuals and communities were explored. The emphasis was placed on clearing up

misunderstandings, recognizing the impacts on families and communities, and putting in place

preventive measures at an early stage. The importance of collective efforts, with schools,

families, and communities working together to provide support, was emphasized. The talk aimed

to promote a commitment to fostering a happier and healthier society.
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Day 1, Session 1 - Introduction to AI

Resource Person: Mr. Sandosh Manavalan, VP Client Delivery NDZ, SmartCity

Sandosh Manavalan is a software engineer who has more than 23 years of experience in

the software industry. He is currently working as vice president client delivery NDZ, smartcity.

He had handled more than 50 delivery projects, with a peak team size of 140 team members. He

is the Mastermind behind more than 10 products and its engineering.He is an expert in various

technologies like Cloud management/Devops/Aws/a2hosting, Mernstack, javascript, Mobile

applications: Android, ios, flutter, Java Spring Boot, Database such as: oracle, MySQL,

MongoDB and handled various industries like airline, airport, oil & gas, pharma/medical and

banking

The first session of the National Seminar and Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and

Machine Learning started with an interesting presentation by Mr. Sandosh Manavalan, VP Client

Delivery at NDZ, SmartCity. The session, titled "Introduction to AI," provided a comprehensive

overview of the evolution and current state of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Mr. Manavalan

summarized the development of AI from its initial development in 1955 to its current position as

a transformative force, noting significant events like Deep Blue's achievement in 1997 and

Baidu's accomplishment in image classification in 2015.

In this foundational session, participants gained insights into the goals of AI, which

include reducing task completion time, enhancing human-machine interaction, and improving

accuracy in fields like medical diagnosis. The categorization of AI into Artificial Narrow

Intelligence (ANI), Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), and Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI)

was explained, emphasizing practical applications ranging from voice assistants to self-driving
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cars. Technical aspects, such as specialized hardware, software, and machine learning algorithms

trained on large datasets, were explored, highlighting the use of essential thinking skills such as

learning, reasoning, and self-correction in the development of AI. Mr.Sandosh Manavalan also

addressed the challenges associated with the advancements in AI, including potential risks,

ethical issues, and job losses.

Despite these challenges, the discussion ended with a positive view that projected a

promising future of AI with ongoing applications across various sectors and the potential

development of AGI and ASI. The session provided a thorough and insightful overview of AI, its

historical advancements, technical foundations, applications, and the challenges it poses. Mr.

Sandosh Manavalan's expertise and engaging presentation style ensured that participants gained

a comprehensive understanding of AI's significance in today's technology landscape.

Day 1, Session 2 - Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Generative AI, and the

Future

Resource Person: Dr. Ninan Sajeeth Philip, Dean and Director, Artificial Intelligence Research

and Intelligent System, airis4D.com

Dr. Ninan Sajeeth Philip is a technology expert specializing in future skills. He has

immense insights into emerging technologies like Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things,

Data Analytics, Robotics, Drone Technology, etc. He is the author of the ATMA (Automated

Transmigration Algorithm) module that enables Linux operating systems to migrate from one

machine to another and provide the user with a working environment for both research and

development without installing any software on the local machine. The name ATMA is based on

the Indian mythological concept that souls can migrate from one body to another.He is the author

of the DBNN data mining software that is widely used in astronomy and other data-intensive

research areas. Dr. Ninan is a Member of The International Statistical Institute, Astrostatistics

and Astroinformatics Portal, Penn State, USA, and a Member of Virtual Observatory, India, and

International Virtual Observatory Alliance. Dr. Ninan Sajith Philip is the Founder and Director of

Artificial Intelligence Research and Intelligent Systems (also known as airs-labs).
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In the second session of the seminar, Dr. Ninan Sajeeth Philip, an eminent expert from

airis4D.com, provided a comprehensive exploration into the world of Artificial Intelligence (AI),

focusing on machine learning, deep learning, generative AI, and the future prospects of these

technologies.

Dr.Philip began by stating the fundamental concept of AI, emphasizing its role in

mimicking human intelligence to the extent that machines can assume human roles. The

discussion then easily shifted to Machine Learning (ML) and deep Learning ,two powerful

subsets of AI.

The talk covered AI platforms, showcasing the popularity of AI in daily life, pointed out

by ChatGPT's 80% accuracy in creative responses.Dr.Philip introduced Perplexity AI for more

specific answers, highlighting its internet-dependent and real-time capabilities.An important part

of the presentation focused on the potential biases in AI, resulting from specific regions' data

being used more often than others, leading to biased tools and outcomes. Dr. Philip highlighted

the dependency on searchable data, warning that what is seen as private may actually be more

public than private.

The session then moved to the workings of AI, contrasting traditional search engines with

the use of GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer). Dr.Philip provided an in-depth explanation

of GPT, a large language model based on transformer networks, fundamental to natural language

processing (NLP) and deep learning models. The discussion included insights into how machines

learn from examples, utilizing artificial neural networks (ANN) that mimic human brain neurons.
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Deep learning models, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), were introduced.The

session prolonged with a focus on Generative AI, a field dedicated to developing models that can

generate fake data. Dr. Philip explained training of GANs, providing an application example of

GANs in road map traffic updates.

The discussion concluded with an overview of the challenges and potential of Artificial

General Intelligence (AGI), highlighting the need for computing power and introducing

neuromorphic computing as a potential future. The Q&A section allowed participants to look

deeper into the complex elements of AI and its future applications.

Day 1, Session 3 - Paper Presentation

During the third session of the National Seminar's first day, attendees were treated to a

collection of insightful paper presentations. The session was expertly overseen by Dr. John T

Abraham, Head of the Computer Science department, Dr. Ratheesh K.R, Assistant Professor in

the Department of Computer Applications, and Mr. Saravana Kumar, Training and Placement

Officer at BMC, all of whom served as the session chairs.The wide range of topics highlighted

the latest findings and developments in machine learning and artificial intelligence.

Greeshma KV presented a paper titled "Cultivating Precision: Revolutionizing Pesticide

Detection in Crops through Hyperspectral Imaging and AI Innovations." Their research

examined the association between AI and hyperspectral imaging to improve pesticide detection

accuracy, possibly leading to improvements in farming methods.

Abhirami S explored the field of the Internet of Things (IoT) with her paper on "IoT and

its Applications." Focusing on the exciting potential of connected devices, the presentation gave

an overview of the expanding landscape of IoT and its multiple applications.

Afeena KS addressed a critical aspect of public health in her paper, "Leveraging Machine

Learning for Early Detection and Control of Communicable Diseases and Pandemic Outbreaks

in Student Housing."Her research focuses on the active application of machine learning for

disease prevention and early detection, especially in student shared accommodations.

Sumithmon KS concluded the session with a comprehensive review titled "Enhancing

Book Recommendation Systems: A Comprehensive Review of Techniques and Evaluation
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Metrics." The paper explored the latest techniques and metrics employed in enhancing book

recommendation systems, contributing to the ongoing evolution of personalized content

recommendations.

The Paper Presentation session inspired discussions about the beneficial applications of

AI and machine learning in solving real-world problems in recommendation systems, healthcare,

and agriculture. The thought-provoking presentations opened the way for additional research and

interaction in these rapidly evolving domains.

Day 2 , Session 1&2: Deep learning for Medical Image Analysis

Resource Person: Dr. Ambili P S, Associate Professor, School of Computer Science and
Applications, REVA University Bangalore

Dr. Ambili P S, an Associate Professor at REVA University, Bangalore, boasts over 20

years of teaching and 13+ years of research experience, holding a Ph.D. in Computer Science

from Anna University. Specializing in Data Analytics, Data Mining, AI, ML, and DL, she has

been actively involved in academic and research pursuits. Dr. Ambili has excelled in training,

contributing to faculty development programs, and serving as a resource person for

national-level workshops. In her administrative roles, she coordinates the Board of Studies for

the School of CSA, designs curricula, and serves as an academic auditor. Her expertise extends

to NBA accreditation, OBE, and evaluation processes for bodies like AICTE and NEAT 3.0. Dr.

Ambili is involved in various academic boards and is a thesis evaluator and Indian examiner for

Ph.D. candidates. On the research front, she has an impressive publication record, including 23

papers in indexed journals and conferences, along with two patents registered with the Indian

patent office. Her contributions also extend to book chapters, and she actively participates in

international conferences as a keynote speaker, session chair, and technical committee member.

Dr. Ambili is a reviewer for international journals and holds life memberships in professional

bodies like CSI and ISTE. Additionally, she serves as a research supervisor, guiding six Ph.D.

scholars at REVA University. Her multifaceted contributions make her a valuable presence in

academia and research.
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In the first session of Day 2, under the skillful direction of Dr. Ambili P S, the deep

learning applications in medical image analysis were introduced. In-depth discussions on

innovative subjects, such as deep learning algorithms for medical imaging and the subsequent

trends transforming the field of medical image processing, were added into the context for

attendees. By evaluating significant market shares and the complex information flow within the

medical image chain, Dr. Ambili highlighted the revolutionary influence of artificial intelligence

on healthcare, especially in the field of medical imaging. The lecture provided a solid framework

for understanding the significant effect of deep learning in the medical field. The session

concluded with insights into the biological neural networks and the effective use of convolutional

neural networks (CNN) in image classification, object detection, and image segmentation.

The second session successfully focused on the deeper study of deep learning, with a

particular emphasis on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and its crucial function in image

processing. The design of well-known models like AlexNet and GoogLeNet was explained by

Dr. Ambili, who also explained complicated ideas like padding, pooling, and fully connected

layers inside CNN. By exploring current patterns, participants learned about the rapid

development of medical image processing, including the revolutionary effects of Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs) and ensemble learning models. Using Google Colab, practical

features of medical image analysis with Python were illustrated, including sources of medical

pictures, image formats, and interacting with DICOM. A detailed overview of picture

annotations, including deep CNN segmentation and bounding box annotation, was given at the

end of the session.Through the training, participants gained the ability to connect theoretical

concepts with real-world applications, preparing them to handle the challenges of medical image

analysis in real-world situations.
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Day 2, Session 3: Medical Image Analysis - Hands-on using Python

The last session demonstrated a smooth transition from theory to practical experience,

with participants applying what they had learned under Dr. Ambili P S's expert guidance.

Loading, preparing, and improving medical data was made clear through hands-on examples

with Python, Google Colab, and other libraries. Participants gained a real understanding of the

techniques used in medical image analysis through the interactive workshop, which covered a

wide range of approaches from segmentation to picture annotations and practical application on

medical data using Python libraries. In addition to enhancing theoretical knowledge, this

practical approach gave participants the ability to analyze real-world applications of AI and ML

in the healthcare industry.

In addition to providing attendees with knowledge and useful skills that they can use in

the rapidly evolving field of healthcare technology, these sessions provided clarity on the deeply

innovative potential of deep learning.The seminar aimed to establish a strong basis for further
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exploration and practical application in the AI and ML domain by combining theoretical

knowledge with hands-on experience.

Day 3, Session 1: Paper Presentation

The morning session of day 3 commenced with a series of enlightening paper

presentations, demonstrating the diverse applications of artificial intelligence with

Dr.M.Lingaraj, Head of the Department, Department of Computer Science, Sankara College of

Science and Commerce, Coimbatore serving as the session chair.

Dr. Tessy Thomas opened the session with her paper on "Revolutionizing Finance: The

Synergy of Artificial Intelligence and Accounting Excellence." The presentation explored the

transformative impact of AI on financial practices, showcasing the integration of cutting-edge

technologies with accounting principles.

Following this, Arjun Kumar, Karthik Nair U, Vijay CH, and Kannan Saji presented on

"Analysis and Prediction of Educational Data for Campus Placements Using Machine Learning."

Their work delved into the world of educational data analysis, leveraging machine learning to

enhance campus placement predictions and outcomes.

The session continued with a presentation by Jeeval Jolly Jacob, Kannan Saji, Motti

Zachariah Varghese, and Kevin Justees on "Survey on Educational Data in Order to Predict

Students' Academic Performance." The paper provided insights into the analysis of educational

data for predicting academic performance, shedding light on the factors influencing student

success.

The paper presentations demonstrated how machine learning and artificial intelligence

are applied in a variety of fields. The talks focused on how artificial intelligence (AI) is changing

financial practices, how machine learning can be used to interpret educational data, and how

these developments might be used to forecast academic performance. In summary, the

presentations illustrated the practical applications of AI and ML across several industries,

highlighting the seminar's focus on sharing knowledge and development in these domains.
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Day 3, Session 2: Unveiling the Wonders of AI - Current Trends and Future
Prospects

Resource Person: Dr. M. Lingaraj, Head of the Department, Department of Computer Science,
Sankara College of Science and Commerce, Coimbatore

Dr. M. Lingaraj is currently the Head of Computer Science Department at Sankara

College of Science & Commerce, Coimbatore. He received a Doctorate of Philosophy Guideship

from Bharathiar University and is presently offering guidance to three research scholars. He has

organized various international conferences and possesses a portfolio of 15 international and

national journal publications. Additionally, he takes on the role of a session chair for national

seminars. He received awards like Best Researcher Award from the Sankara College of Science

and Commerce, Best Research Advisor Award from PARA Awards, Best Administrator Award

from Dr.Kalam Trust, Best Faculty Coordinator Award from IIT Kharagpur and also a Certified

ISO Auditor

During the day's second session, Dr.Lingaraj delved into the interesting world of artificial

intelligence, examining both present trends and future opportunities. The seminar covered a wide

range of AI topics, such as automatic programming, natural language processing, visual

perception, and an in-depth discussion of deep learning and machine learning technology.

The highlight of the demonstration was a practical application that showed how to predict

property prices depending on size using a Python linear regression model. In his presentation on
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the future of artificial intelligence, Dr. Lingaraj discussed Explainable AI (XAI), advances in

reinforcement learning, enhancements in natural language processing, and applications of AI in

healthcare, cybersecurity, and agriculture.

The session provided a detailed exploration of advancements in reinforcement learning,

emphasizing its real-world significance through examples like AlphaGo. Challenges and future

directions in reinforcement learning, including deep reinforcement learning and multi-agent

reinforcement learning, were carefully examined.

The session concluded with a practical application of AI in TANGEDCO, illustrating its

role in energy demand prediction for efficient grid management. Advanced techniques like

recurrent neural networks (RNN), deep belief networks (DBN), and generative adversarial

networks (GAN) were introduced, ensuring a complete understanding of the latest trends and

future possibilities in the domain of artificial intelligence. The engaging Q&A session raised

further discussion and exploration among the participants.

Day 3, Session 3: Role of Multi Core Processors in Machine Learning Applications

Resource Person: Dr. John Jose, Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science &
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati

Dr. John Jose is an Associate Professor in the Department of Computer Science &

Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, where he joined as an Assistant Professor

in 2015. He completed his Ph.D degree from Indian Institute of Technology Madras in the field

of computer architecture. He was a rank holder in M.Tech degree from Vellore Institute of

Technology (VIT University). He did his B.Tech degree from College of Engineering Adoor,

Cochin University, Kerala. He is the recipient of the prestigious Qualcomm Faculty Award 2021.

He is also serving as the Vice-Chair of IEEE India Council. His research group in Multicore

Architecture and Systems Lab at IITG explores the domain of network on chips, cache

management techniques for large multicore systems, non-volatile memories, hardware security,

domain specific hardware accelerators and disaggregated storage systems. He is the associated

editor for IEEE-Embedded System Letter Journal. He has over 50 IEEE & ACM peer reviewed

conference publications, over 15 ACM & IEEE transactions papers as well as Springer and

Elsevier journal papers to his credit. He is a reviewer for many national and international peer

reviewed journals and member of technical program committee and organizing committee for

many IEEE/ACM national and international conferences.
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He is the investigator for several R&D projects under DST and MeitY. He is associated

with many national pilot projects like NPTEL-MOOCS, SPARC, GIAN, TEQIP, ISEA, Ishan

Vikas, Vigyan Jyoti etc. He has active academic research collaboration with University of

Catania, Italy, University of Florida, USA, University of Essex, UK, Federal University Naples,

Italy and Qualcomm India. He has offered two popular NPTEL Online Certification courses in

the area of Computer Architecture. He was the recipient of ACM-SIGDA, IEEE-CEDA, IARCS

and DRDO research grants for technical presentations in various international forums. He is a

resource person for computer architecture and hardware security related symposia, workshops,

short-term courses and faculty development programs in many organizations across the country.

He is an invited speaker for many career guidance seminars/ teaching pedagogy workshops to

various technical institutes, R&D houses and schools. He is also serving as Board of Studies

members to various universities and autonomous colleges. He is an active member of

professional societies like ACM, IEEE, ISTE and CSI.

In the last session, which was conducted by Dr. John Jose, the discussion focused on how

multi-core processors have significantly influenced the development of machine learning

applications in a variety of fields.

The session began by addressing the unavoidable presence of applications in daily life,

touching on the "blue tick syndrome," indicating a 50% productivity loss due to excessive app

usage and the impact of app downloads on phone processing capabilities. Dr. Jose then provided

a glimpse into the future, visualizing driverless cars, virtual classes eliminating the need for

physical teachers, and the emergence of smart farming using agro robots. The discussion
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extended to smart healthcare, smart homes with biometric locks, intelligent transportation

systems, high-precision security devices, weather forecasting advancements, and the concept of

smart living.

The core focus shifted to the role of multi-core processors, particularly the Tiled Chip

Multiprocessor (TCMP) architecture, which stands as a state-of-the-art solution for high-end

computations. The integration of Network on Chip (NOC) was highlighted as a key component

enhancing connectivity between processors. The discussion extended to Domain-Specific

Accelerators (DSA) versus Application-Specific Circuits (ASIC), emphasizing the efficiency

gains achieved through specialized circuits in various domains like graphics, deep learning,

simulation, security, and image processing. Dr. Jose concluded the seminar by predicting

upcoming developments, such as face recognition in airports and railway systems connected

through platforms, shaping the future of seamless and secure travel experiences.

The seminar's final session provided a thorough look into the future of machine learning

applications across a range of real-world scenarios by highlighting the combination of complex

architectures, innovative algorithms, and the exciting potential of multi-core processors.
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Event Highlights

It promised a compelling exploration of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning.

With keynote speakers including Sandosh Manavalan, VP Client Delivery NDZ at SmartCity,

and Dr. Ninan Sajeeth Philip, Dean and Director at airis4D.com, covering topics like Machine

Learning, Deep Learning, and Generative AI, participants are in for an intellectually stimulating

experience. Dr. Ambili P S, Associate Professor at REVA University Bangalore, led a hands-on

session on Deep Learning for Medical Image Analysis using Python, adding a practical

dimension to the theoretical insights. The final day session handled by Dr. M. Lingaraj, Head of

the Department of Computer Science at Sankara College, exploring current AI trends, and Dr.

John Jose, Associate Professor at IIT Guwahati, shedding light on the Role of Multi-Core

Processors in Machine Learning Applications. This diverse lineup ensures a comprehensive and

engaging exploration of the evolving landscape of AI.

The event experienced a vibrant turnout, reaching a total of 222 attendees. This included

90 registered participants and a remarkable gathering of 132 individuals from Bharata Mata

College.

Gimmy George from “BY GEORGE” actively participated in all the sessions of the

seminar. The feedback provided by Gimmy George stated that “Thank you for giving me a good

foundation in AI/ML concepts. We are offering a ‘Sentiment Analytics tool’ to our clients,which

possess an LLM / Aspect Matching based Analytic engine. I shall adapt it with these learnings ”
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A Timeless Tribute: Honoring the Chief Guest and Unveiling
Momentum
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Participant Certificate Distribution Event
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PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
Day 1: Date: 15/11/2023
Venue: MBA Auditorium

Time Programme

08.30 - 09.30 Registration

Inaugural session

9.30 - 10.30 Prayer

Welcome Address
Dr. John T Abraham
Head of the Department
Department of Computer Science

Presidential Address
Dr. Johnson K M
Principal
Bharata Mata College

Inaugural address and Lighting the lamp
Mr.Pramod. G. V. KAS
Deputy Collector & Liaison officer ( Revenue),
AG’ s Office, Ernakulam

Manager’s Message (Rev. Fr. Dr. Abraham Oliapurath)

Felicitation - Asst. Manager (Rev. Fr. Jimmichan Karthanam)

Honorable presence - Vice Principals (Dr. Lissy Kachappilly & Ms.Bini Rani Jose)

Vote of Thanks
Mr. Harikrishnan P
Faculty
Department of Computer Science, BMC

10.30 - 11.15 Talk by Pramod. G. V. KAS (Deputy collector)

11.15 - 11.30 Tea Break

Session - 1

11.30 - 01.00 Introduction to AI
Resource Person:

Mr. Sandosh Manavalan
VP Client Delivery NDZ,
SmartCity

01.00 - 02.00 Lunch Break
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Session - 2

02.00 - 03.30 Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Generative AI and the future
Resource Person:

Dr. Ninan Sajeeth Philip
Dean and Director
Artificial intelligence Research and Intelligent System

airis4D.com

03.30 - 03.45 Tea Break

Session - 3

03.45 - 04.30
Paper Presentation
Session chair: Dr. John T Abraham

Head of the department
Department of Computer Science
Bharata Mata College

Day 2: Date: 16/11/2023
Venue: MBA Computer Lab

Time Program

Session-1

9.30 - 11.15 Deep learning for medical image analysis
Resource Person:

Dr. Ambili P S
Associate Professor, School of Computer
Science and Applications
REVA University Bangalore

11.15 - 11.30 Tea Break

Session-2

11.30 - 01.00 Deep learning for medical image analysis
Resource Person:

Dr. Ambili P S

01.00 - 02.00 Lunch Break

Session-3

02.00 - 03.30 Medical image analysis - Hands on using Python

03.30 - 03.45 Tea Break
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Day 3: Date: 17/11/2023
Venue: MSW Seminar Hall

Time Program

Session - 1

9.30 - 10.45 Paper Presentation
Session chair: Dr. M. Lingaraj

Head of the department
Department of Computer science
Sankara college of science and commerce
Coimbatore

10.45 - 11.00 Tea Break

Session - 2

11.00 - 12.30 Unveiling the wonders of AI- current Trends Future, Prospects
Resource Person:

Dr. M. Lingaraj
Head of the department
Department of Computer science
Sankara college of science and commerce

Coimbatore

12.30 - 01.30 Lunch Break

Session - 3

01.30 - 03.00
Role of Multi Core Processors in Machine Learning Applications
Resource Person:

Dr. John Jose
Associate Professor Department of
Computer Science & Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
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Audience Voices: Engaging and Informative Session with Positive
Feedback
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